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Monday night campus assaults may be related 
by Nary Jo McVay 
staff reporter 
Two separate, possibly related inci- 
dents involving a sexual battery and a 
possible abduction were reported 
Monday night, according to Dean 
Gerkens, associate director of Cam- 
pus Safety and Security. 
The first case involves a charge of 
sexual battery against a 19-year-old 
University woman about 7:40 p.m. 
Monday. 
She was walking across the parking 
lot by the Student Services Building 
and was apparently being followed by 
a man, Gerkens said. 
The man initially attacked the 
woman on the sidewalk between Me- 
morial Hall and Ridge Street, Ger- 
kens said. She kicked him in the groin 
and got away but he caught up with 
her and jumped on her back. 
The woman freed herself again and 
ran to her brother's room in Kohl Hall 
to call Campus Safety and Security, 
he added. 
She described the assailant as 5 feet 
6 inches tall, 1«0 pounds, heavy build, 
having dark brown hair, light mus- 
tache, fair complexion, droopy shoul- 
ders, and crooked teeth. 
He was dressed in white sweat 
pants, a light jacket and tennis shoes. 
The woman sustained no injuries. 
AFTER THE attack was reported. 
Campus Safety and Security officers 
searched the area including many of 
the area buildings, the cemetery and 
the construction site for the Physical 
Sciences Building, Gerkens said. He 
added as many as 10 officers were 
working on the case Monday night. 
Sexual battery is defined as engag- 
ing in sexual activity with someone 
other than the person's spouse and 
involves one person coercing the 
other into the activity. It is a third 
degree felony punishable by a maxi- 
mum ten years in prison and $5,000 
fine. 
This case was classified that way 
based on the woman's statement and 
her interpretation of the man's intent, 
William Bess, director of Campus 
Safety and Security, said. 
The male reportedly "kissed her at 
least once and suggested other kinds 
of activity," Bess added. 
THE SAME male may be involved 
in a possible abduction that occurred 
Mondav night, since descriptions 
from both sets of witnesses were 
similar. Gerkens said. 
A male was seen dragging a woman 
along Ridge Street onfhe southwest 
corner of the cemetery about 9:18 
p.m., witnesses said. He then disap- 
peared with the woman. 
The three witnesses asked for help 
from a man waiting in a car in front of 
the Eppler Complex but the man was 
unwilling to get involved. 
They then went in to Eppler to call 
Campus Safety. 
The witnesses also stated there was 
a fair amount of pedestrian and auto 
traffic in the area at the time, but no 
one offered the woman any help. 
Campus Safety and Security has not 
received a complaint from a victim in 
that case and no one has been re- 
ported missing. 
If anyone has information that may 
help Campus Safety and Security 
officers in their investigations of 
these events, call that office at 372- 
2346. 
Wisconsin women give birth 
after attempted abortions 
Slip Sliding Away BG News photo/Jerry Cattaneo Chris Chamberlin (front), Jason Croweli and Keith Featheringham get a ride as Joe Crowell pushes their toboggan down the 
golf course hill. Crowell took the boys sledding after school yesterday afternoon. The boys are fourth graders at Ridge 
School In Bowling Green. 
MADISON, Wis. (AP) - The live 
births of six babies whose mothers 
had abortions at Madison hospitals in 
the past 10 months have shocked 
residents, become a rallying point for 
abortion foes and prompted one hospi- 
tal to drastically curtail the proce- 
dure. 
AU six babies died within 27 hours of 
birth, four at Madison General Hospi- 
tal and two at the University of Wis- 
consin Hospital. The reasons they 
were born alive remains unclear, as 
does the question of how often such 
live births occur after abortions. 
All six pregnancies were in the 
second trimester, a point when few 
infants have survived delivery 
brought on by natural causes. 
After two births from abortions in 
as many days at UW Hospital last 
May, Dr. Ben Peckham, chief of ob- 
stetrics and gynecology, said such an 
occurrence was "very uncommon" 
and that he had seen only two such 
births "in thousands of cases" over 
the past decade. 
"IT'S NOT a one-in-a-million fluke, 
but a risk of the procedure," counters 
Timothy Warner, a spokesman for 
Madison General, where four babies 
were born alive during 20 second-tri- 
mester abortions since May. "I wish 
it were a one-in-a-million complica- 
tion, but... it is not." 
Other experts say live births are 
rare after abortions, but disagree on 
how often they follow pregnancies 
terminated in the United States each 
year. 
Dr. Christopher Tietze, a consultant 
with the Population Council, a New 
York-based   research   group,   said 
according to a 1976 study, about 200 
live births follow abortions in the 
United States each year. He said the 
figure is still valid, and is not de- 
clining. 
However, Dr. David Grimes, chief 
of abortion surveillance for the Cen- 
ters for Disease Control in Atlanta, 
cited a CDC study'that found 400 to 500 
live births following abortions an- 
nually in the mid-1970s. 
Since then, Grimes said, the num- 
ber of such births has "diminished 
considerably" as more women seek 
abortions earlier in pregnancy. He 
declined to estimate the number of 
such births now occurring. 
The Alan Guttmacher Institute in 
New York, the former research arm 
of Planned Parenthood Inc.. said that 
in I960 - the last year tor which 
complete figures are available - 1.6 
million abortions were done nation- 
wide, about 10 percent of them in the 
second trimester. A total of 12,860 
abortions were done after the 21st 
week of pregnancy, the institute said. 
Since the last live abortion birth 
here in late February, Madison Gen- 
eral has barred all abortions after 16 
weeks' gestation unless the preg- 
nancy threatens the woman's health, 
Warner said. The hospital never did 
first trimester abortions. 
Warner said a combination of urea 
and the hormone prostaglandin was 
used to induce labor and kill the fetus 
in the abortions at Madison General. 
That combination is less likely to 
harm the woman than the saline solu- 
tion previously used, he said, and 
could be responsible for more live 
births. 
Kreischer disturbance worries residents 
Julie Thornton 
managing editor 
A Sunday night incident near 
Kreischer Quadrangle has left ques- 
tions in the minds of residents con- 
cerning action taken by Campus 
Safety and Security. 
According to Dean Gerkens, asso- 
ciate director of Campus Safety and 
Security, University officers were 
called by Kreischer residents to the 
area about 1 a.m. after they heard a 
woman screaming outside. Gerken 
said the officers located the female, 
who said she had become separated 
from her roommate and had been 
calling loudly for her. 
Gerkens said police checked the 
entire area around the quadrangle on 
foot and in the car but there was no 
sign of the roommate. He added the 
girl was later found to have returned 
to the residence hall. 
But residents on the third floor of 
Batchelder say the screams they 
heard were not screams of someone 
looking for someone else. 
Meg Brown, a freshman radio-tele- 
vision-film major and third floor resi- 
dent of Batchelder, said she and other 
residents heard someone screaming 
"get him away from me." She added 
that after the incident happened and 
the officers arrived, she and other 
residents ran outside to see what had 
happened, but the officers would not 
tell them anything. 
GERKENS SAID the officers 
looked into every possibility but there 
could be a chance another incident 
occurred at the same time. For now 
Campus Safety has nothing more to 
investigate, he added. 
"We concluded it was this girl be- 
cause no one saw anything else," he 
said. "We have no reason to hide it." 
Gerkens said if anyone else has 
additional information on the incident 
they should call Campus Safety. 
Tina Marshall, a freshman product 
design major and third floor resident 
of Batchelder, said it seemed like 
Campus Safety iust dropped the issue 
Sunday night. She added the screams 
she heard were more than what Cam- 
pus Safety was making of them. 
"After awhile, if you don't hear 
about this stuff, you don't think this 
happens," she said, adding people 
begin to forget about being cautious at 
night. 
Batchelder Hall Director Lori Schu- 
chart said the residents did do the 
right thing by calling Campus Safety, 
and added the residents should be- 
lieve the report Campus Safety has on 
file. 
"I felt the situation was completely 
taken care of after talking with them 
after the incident," Schuchart said, 
and added if she thought there was a 
problem they would be over at the 
quadrangle talking with people. 
Schuchart said she thinks people let 
their mind wander under such cir- 
cumstances. And with the weather as 
bad as it was Sunday night, Schuchart 
said she can see where two people 
getting separated would cause one to 
become frightened like the girl did. 
NEWS IN BRIEF 
Senate leaders try to push Social Security bill along 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Senate lead- 
ers tried yesterday to untangle a new 
snarl over tax withholding on interest 
and dividend income. The stalemate 
has stalled a Social Security rescue 
bill and threatens to delay Jobless 
benefits for 1.6 million people. 
Sen. Robert Dole, R-Kan., quoted 
Reagan as being "up to his keister 
with the (banking) industry for their 
distortion and outright falsehoods on 
withholding.'' 
White House speaker Larry 
Speakes quoted Reagan as saying 
he'd "had it up to here (his neck) with 
the bankers. They're sitting on their 
keiaters when they should be lowering 
interest rates." 
Republicans asked labor leaders to 
help in getting enough Democratic 
votes to put aside the withholding 
question. That would allow fast action 
on the Social Security measure and 
the jobless benefits package. 
Up to 1.6 million unemployed will 
run out of unemployment compensa- 
tion unless Congress finishes action 
on the bill before March 31, but Con- 
gress will recess from March 25 until 
Aprils. 
THIRTY-FTVE Democrats and 23 
Republicans voted Mondav to keep an 
amendment that would delay the start 
of withholding until Jan. 1,1964. 
The withholding battle earlier 
stalled action for a week on a relief 
package for the jobless. 
That fight, which was delayed until 
April 15 would repeal the 10 percent 
withholding measure. John Melcber. 
D-Mont., Monday launched the effort 
to delay withholding as the Senate 
rushed to complete action on Social 
Security. 
"I don't know what the hell he 
(Melcher) is doing out there," House 
Speaker Thomas O'Neill said. Senate 
Democrats were acting "not a bit 
responsibly" In pushing the withhold- 
ing amendment, he added. 
Congress last year authorized the 
withholding of 10 percent of interest 
and dividends for tax purposes as a 
step to cut the federal deficit. 
Congress ordered withholding after 
the Internal Revenue Service esti- 
mated 20 million people fail to report 
all or some of their interest and divi- 
dends as taxable income. 
Legal service proposal to go to trustees" 
by Laurie Madden 
staff reporter  
A revised version of the University 
Student Legal Service proposal will 
be presented to the Board of Trustees 
at its April 8 meeting. 
A negative check-off system will be 
included in the revised proposal, 
Mark Dolan, vice president of Under- 
graduate Student Government, said. 
In this system students must check a 
box on their bill stating they will not 
participate in the legal service and 
win not pay for it. They then must 
deduct the charge from their bill. 
The only figures applicable in 
studying the negative check-off proc- 
ess dealt with enrollment in health 
insurance plans, Dolan said. In this 
plan about 50 percent of the eligible 
students enrolled through the neg- 
ative check-off system. 
Dolan said with the negative check- 
off system be expects higher partici- 
pation in the legal service than in the 
health insurance plan. 
"We feel that a 50 percent partici- 
pation rate through the negative 
check-off is quite conservative for the 
Student Legal Service," he said. 
"Considering there are no legal insur- 
ance plans available to students, as 
mere are health plans, the partici- 
pation should be relatively higher." 
THE OTHER option considered in- 
volved a positive check-off system. In 
this system, students would check s 
box on their bUl stating whether or not 
they will pay for the legal service. 
There are two problems with a 
voluntary system, Dolan said. The 
first problem is the uncertainty of the 
base level of funds, which would make 
budgeting difficult 
The second problem involves the 
statistics given by an Inter-University 
Council's committee report, which 
states a positive check-off legal serv- 
ices program can expect only a 10 
percent participation level. 
The original proposal, which was to 
be presented to the board at their 
February and March meetings, used 
a mandatory refundable fee system, 
Karen Aldred, president of the Grad- 
uate Student Senate, said. With this 
system, students were charged for the 
see LEQAL. page 3. 
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University buildings post break hours 
University residence halls will be closed for spring break Saturday, 
March 26, at noon. They will re-open Sunday, April 3, at 3 p.m. 
Dinner on Friday, March 25, will be the last meal served before break. 
The cafeterias will begin serving again Monday, April 4, with lunch. 
The Union will close at 2 p.m. March 25 until April 5. The Buckeye 
Room will be closed all day Friday. 
The libraries will be closed March 25 and 26, and April 2 and 3. Hours 
during break will be 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., March 26 through April 1. 
The Student Recreation Center will begin break hours Saturday, March 
26, through April 4. The center will be open from noon to 9 p.m. Cooper 
Pool will De open noon to 2 p.m. and the Club Pool will be open 5 to 8 pjn. 
The University Bookstore will be closed Saturday, March 26, and 
Saturday, April 2, due to the spring recess. 
Break officially begins Monday, March 28. Classes will resume Mon- 
day, April 4, at 5:30 p.m. 
Musical Arts dean choice underway 
Selection processes are underway to choose a new dean of the College of 
Musical Arts. According to Dr. Wendell Jones, professor of music 
performance studies, the selection committee will have made a recom- 
mendation by the middle of next week. He said six candidates are under 
consideration, but this number will be narrowed to between two and four 
by this weekend. 
The recommendations will be sent to Vice President Dr. Karl Vogt, 
Jones said, adding the final decision will be made by the vice president 
and President Dr. Paul Olscamp. 
The new dean will assume duties beginning July 1, 1963. He will be 
responsible for total operation of the College of Musical Arts and will 
represent the college at off-campus functions, Jones said. 
Weather 
Sunny and cold today with a high in the high 20s. Gear and continued cold 
tonight with temperatures dropping to the mid-teens. 
•
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Simple precautions 
will increase safety 
Because of the relatively few reported attacks on campus, 
it is easy to forget to be cautious about personal safety. 
Monday night a sexual assault was reported on campus. A 
woman was attacked as she was walking by herself between 
Memorial Hall and Ridge Street. 
Another possibly related incident occurred the same night, 
as someone reported seeing a man dragging a woman along 
Ridge Street by the cemetery. The man disappeared with the 
woman and no one has been reported missing. 
With the approach of warm weather, the number of 
reported assaults generally increases. However, there are 
many things which can be done to increase personal safety. 
If you must travel alone after dark, we suggest you 
telephone a roommate or neighbor before you leave. This 
way, someone will know when to expect you and can contact 
the authorities if you do not return. 
We also suggest the Escort Service, operated by the 
Commuter Off-Campus Organization, change its service 
from the current 7 p.m. to midnight hours to 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. 
As the season progresses, daylight will last longer. Also, 
people who must walk somewhere after midnight are more 
susceptible to attack because of the lack of people out at that 
hour. 
More lighting on campus also could help. Many areas are 
poorly lit and this would aid the attacker. 
Concern for personal safety and the safety of others should 
be foremost in peoples' minds. If you see any activity you 
consider to be unusual or suspicious, report it to Campus 
Safety and Security immediately. 
We urge anyone who may have information concerning 
either of Monday night's or any other incidents to come 
forward. 
We realize people cannot live in paranoia of a possible 
attack. However, common sense and some simple precau- 
tionary measures could increase your safety greatly. 
Crime Alert 
A-36 
This is a police composite of the man allegedly 
involved in a sexual harassment incident and a possi- 
ble abduction, both of which occurred on campus 
Monday night between 7:40 and 9:20 p.m. If anyone has 
information which may help Campus Safety and Secu- 
rity officers in their investigation of these cases, 
contact the Campus Safety office at 372-2348. 
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Hussein must move on peace plan 
A visitor asked King Hussein to 
explain the secret of his survival 
through 30 years of turbulent politics. 
The Jordanian monarch took UK 
question literally.  
COMMENTARY 
by Joseph Kraft 
STO'.w.imuMiwiJ.uwJirawiiiJi.ssMSI! 
Always be late, he said in effect. If 
you're a couple of hours behind sched- 
ule, enemies waiting in ambush grow 
tired and give up. 
In fact, hanging back has contrib- 
uted much to Hussein's success. But 
not in the case of President Reagan's 
invitation to Join the VS., Egypt and 
Israel in a new drive for a solution to 
the Palestinian problem. On the cont- 
rary, waiting has put Hussein more 
and more on the spot. 
Hussein started, when the president 
made his proposal on September 1, 
with a determination to make it work. 
As the king saw matters, the fighting 
in Lebanon had wiped out the military 
possibilities for the Palestine I .iter- 
ation Organization. If nothing was 
done diplomatically, the Israelis, by 
Slanting settlements and applying 
orce, would achieve the de facto 
annexation of the West Bank territory 
which lies at the heart of any Palestin- 
ian entity. 
Reagan's proposal struck Hussein 
as a new beginning. His understand- 
ing, after an exchange of several 
letters with the president, was that if 
he indicated willingness to participate 
in talks on Palestininan autonomy, 
there would be a potent American 
response. The U.S. would move 
quickly to bring forth an autonoumous 
authority for Palestinians on the West 
Bank. Under U.S. auspices, that au- 
thority would then negotiate with the 
Israelis, Egyptians and Jordanians 
an arrangement whereby there would 
be created a Palestinian polity affil- 
iated with Jordan. In effect, the Pal- 
estinian problem would be solved. 
Since receiving the Reagan propo- 
sal, Hussein has been waiting on 
events, and events have turned sour. 
First, despite general prosperity in 
Jordan, there developed budgetary 
difficulties, which affects plans for 
military modernization and Hussein's 
support in the army. Subsidies prom- 
ised back in 1978 by the Libyans and 
Algerians have not materialized. 
Iraqi support has been cut off because 
Baghdad needs the money for its war 
with Iran. 
Saudi Arabia, accordingly, has be- 
come essential as a source of finan- 
cial support. But the Saudis, worried 
about radical nationalism spilling 
over from the Iran-Iraq conflict, have 
avoided giving either rhetorical sup- 
Ert or more money to Hussein. They 
ve insisted that before accepting 
the Reagan proposals, the king clear 
his response with the PLO and Yasser 
Arafat 
Arafat has proved difficult to pin 
down. He avoided a commitment to 
Hussein at a meeting of the Palestine 
National Council in Algiers last 
month. He did it again when the two 
met at the nonahgned summit to 
abandon leadership of an Arab group 
visiting London this week. He then 
persuaded King Hassan of Morocco to 
abandon leadership of an Arab group 
visiting London this week. Hussein 
has been obliged to take bis place, 
thus canceling out an expected meet- 
ing with Arafat last Thursday. Now 
the expectation is that the session 
with Arafat will take place here this 
week. 
The bobbing and weaving have al- 
tered the king's view of the PLO 
leader. Originally Hussein believed 
his personal prestige with the West 
Bank Palestinians was so high that 
Arafat would have to go along. But as 
the days drag on, it has became lets 
and less clear mat Arafat will give the 
king a mandate to negotiate. 
Increasingly, the view here is that 
Arafat, far from being obliged to 
endorse the king in a move for a 
Palestinian settlement, prefers to 
keep the PLO alive as a cause which 
he can use to extract money from 
various Arab leaders who need his 
support to sustain their legitimacy. 
while waiting for Arafat, moreover, 
Hussein has had his life made more 
difficult by events in Lebanon. Slow 
progress in arranging Israeli with- 
draw! has fed Arab fears that the U.S. 
cannot deliver on any promises to 
wring concessions from the regime of 
Menachem Begin. Syria has an ex- 
cuse to keep its troops in Lebanon, 
and Damascus is pressing the Saudis, 
the PLO and Hussein himself not to 
accede to the Reagan plan until the 
Israeli have agreed to leave Lebanon 
entirely - which could be never. 
Even if Hussein does respond favor- 
ably to the president's proposal, it is 
doubtful whether he will do so with 
sufficient zest and drama - with the 
kind of gusto that will rally round the 
Arabs, and cause Israeli public opin- 
ion to sweep away the negative im- 
pulses of the Begin regime. 
But the kind can hardly embrace 
the president's proposal out of enthu- 
siasm. On the contrary, his reasons 
have become largely negative. If he 
doesn't say yes, he would lose esteem 
at home - perhaps to the point of 
compromising his record as the Great 
Survivor. He would be seen showing 
the white feather to other Arab 
leadrs. He would leave the West 
Bank, the foremost symbol of united 
Araby, to become, under Israelis 
pressure, a kind of Belfast. 
Joseph Kraft is a columnist for the 
Loa Angeles Times Syndicate. 
Gang rape case raises old questions 
This is a rough one, not good for 
family reading because it involves the 
P| rape in New Bedford which is 
y to become one of history's flash- 
COMMENTARY 
by Max Lerner 
1
   "www   
points in the bedraggled story of male 
violence against women. 
A young woman who didn't know 
the neighborhood went into a bar and 
for two hours - on a pool table - was 
subjected to succcessive rapes and 
sexual abuse. Some of the toughs who 
didn't join in the fun cheered on those 
who did. The rest did nothing to stop 
It happened in a largely Portuguese, 
section of a small city with declining 
industries and high unemployment. It 
could have happened anywhere at any 
time. Rape has become, in Susan 
Griffin's phrase, "The All-American 
Crime." There are perhaps a quarter 
million rapes a year in the U.S., only a 
fifth of them reported, and only one in 
60 results in a court conviction. 
Several things made this rape case 
notable. One was the sense of shame 
and shock expressed by the Portu- 
guese community in New Bedford. 
Another was the fact that none of the 
bystanders intervened to end the ter- 
ror and humiliation of the woman. In 
the feminist circles this has become 
known as the Kitty Genovese syn- 
drome, after the historic instance of 
audience passivity in a New York city 
incident of violence. 
This is part of the moral squalor of a 
rape. The four men arrested for "ag- 
gravated rape," with the two for their 
role as cheerleaders, hid their faces 
from the TV cameras. It suggests that 
if they feel no guilt over their behav- 
ior (curiously they were still lingering 
at the bar when the police arrived), 
they did feel some shame about being 
exposed to their friends and commu- 
nity. TV may yet serve a social pur- 
pose by bringing an intensive scrutiny 
to bear upon what would otherwise be 
a solitary act of trauma and humilia- 
tion. 
There was a candlelight parade of 
thousands of women in New Bedford, 
joined by many in the surrounding 
New England area, carrying plac- 
ards, chanting "No More Rape.'' The 
women's organizations are right to 
use this episode to crystallize opinion 
against every expression of a baneful 
act which Germaine Greer has well 
described as "one of murderous ag- 
gression, spawned in self-loathing aiid 
enacted upon the hated other." 
The women's revolution, which 
reached its high point in the 1970s, 
produced two angry books against 
rape which expressed the rage and 
outrage that have been pent up in 
many women. One was Susan Brown- 
miller's "Against Our Will," the other 
Andrea   Dworkin's   "Pornography: 
Men Possessing Women," the heart of 
which is in the chapters on "Power" 
and "Force." Both writers drive their 
points home. 
Yet the fact is that the women's 
revolution won't be over until men 
have learned that to be male doesn't 
mean to have to use force in order to 
evoke tenderness, and that a woman 
is not to be treated as a passive sexual 
receptacle for their lite frustrations 
and their damaged ego esteem. When 
sexuality becomes only an anodyne to 
make the inner violence bearable it 
distorts and diminishes both sexes. 
For the time being it makes sense to 
increase the number of rape crisis 
centers, and teach women the arts of 
self protection, including how to walk 
warily In a male jungle. But the real 
change will come only with a change 
in the emotional climate within which 
sexuality as a life force can flourish. 
Max Lerner is a columnist for the 
Loa Angeles Times Syndicate. 
LETTERS UiMMUMMMMi 
Writer accomplished 
what he condemned 
In response to Jerry Wiseman's 
editorial of March 17, it seems quite 
evident that Mr. Wiseman is a victim 
of his own critism. Mr. Wiseman 
states that it takes someone saying 
something highly Illogical to stir 
reader interest and response. He has 
accomplished exactly that which he 
condemns. His questions are all 
highly illogical. 
Regarding dirt paths across cam- 
pus, Mr. Wiseman is doing nothing 
but asking silly rhetorical questions. 
If it really upsets him that much, why 
doesn't he direct his questions to the 
Grounds Department or the Technical 
Support Services? Asking the very 
people who created the problem (the 
students) will do very little to solve it. 
Perhaps the University should be 
asked why they don't pave the path 
into a sidewalk. 
Mr. Wiseman continues to ask ques- 
tions about subjects he knows very 
little, if anything, about. Perhaps Mr. 
Wiseman doesn t realize that students 
donating to greek-sponsored philan- 
thropies do so voluntarily. Fraterni- 
ties and sororities do not "nickle and 
dime" students coercively, as he sug- 
gests. If he feels that he can't trust the 
people collecting the money, I suggest 
he go to the Office of Greek Life and 
pick up a copy of the Charities and 
Service Report. This report fully doc- 
uments all the philanthropy ana serv- 
ice events sponsored by greek 
chapters, including the amount of 
money raised. For the fall semester of 
1962 alone, the greek system of BGSU 
raised $5,750.84 for various organiza- 
tions, both local and national. This is 
much more money than the cost of 
two kegs of beer, which Mr. Wiseman 
suggests the greeks should donate 
instead. 
Perhaps the students who hold off- 
campus parties could donate the 
amount of money that tbey spend on 
beer per week. Mr. Wiseman further 
overlooks the fact that fraternities 
and sororities provide many services 
that cannot be measured mortetartly, 
such as Christmas caroling, visiting 
nursing homes, volunteer work for 
Campus Safety and Security and 
trash pick-up in Bowling Green, to 
name a few. 
Mr. Wiseman, you have Indeed ac- 
complished your task of stirring 
reader interest, but you have done so 
by asking illogical questions. How- 
ever, I'm glad you asked some of 
those  ridiculous  questions  so  the 
Eroper answers could be made 
nown. If after four years in college 
these are the issues that you see as 
vital to the betterment of this Univer- 
sity, why do you do nothing more than 
offer questions? Perhaps in the future 
you should include some «nswers, or 
at least some suggestic s. Further- 
more, you might address your ques- 
tions to more relevant and important 
issues than dirt paths and coffee. 
William M. Bullock 
Praaldont, Kappa Sigma Fratornlty 
Women In Batchelder 
tried to help victim 
This letter is to the women who 
cried out to us at 1 a.m. Monday. 
We apologize for our inability to 
help you. We heard your horror-filled 
cries of "Help me!"and "Get him 
away from me!" We called Campus 
Safety and Security. We alerted night 
guards. We even organized small 
groups and went out looking for you 
ourselves. Unfortunately, this wasn't 
good enough. 
Though Campus Safety and Secu- 
rity patrolled the area, they never 
bothered to get out of their cars to see 
if you were lying injured by the ponds 
or behind a tree. Though we covered 
the area on foot, all we could find 
were the fresh tracks of your skirmish 
in the snow. We hounded Campus 
Safety and Security for an explana- 
tion of what happened to you, but they 
told us you didn't exist 
We will probably never find out 
what happened to you, but we hope 
you got away. We tried to help you, 
but no one would help us find you. It's 
3:30 a.m. and we're still awake, won- 
dering where you are. It could have 
been any one of us out there in the 
cold, screaming for help. We just 
wanted you to know that we heard 
your cries and, to use a BG cliche, we 
care. 
Tho woman of 3rd High's, 
KrlMChar — Batchaldor 
Prompt reporting 
could prevent crimes 
As concerned Bowling Green stu- 
dents, we feel we deserve to know 
about the crimes being committed on 
campus. Sunday night (March 20) an 
incident occurred near our dorm and 
suspicion and rumors arose. Panic set 
in because no authorities would tell us 
exactly what happpened. Imagina- 
tions flew and everyone suspected the 
worst. We didn't feel that it was 
necessary to know the names and 
details of the incident but we did feel 
the general problem should be known. 
Rapes, assaults, and other crimes 
are rarely brought to the attention of 
students. If the BG News or Campus 
Safety and Secuity would inform 
Bowling Green students of the time 
and places of crimes on campus, we 
would be more apt to take proper 
measures for self-protection such as 
walking with others, calling the escort 
service, or staying away from certain 
places on campus. 
Many assaults occur due to igno- 
rance on the part of the victim. If a 
general awareness of just exactly how 
many assaults occurred and the na- 
ture of these assaults were made 
apparent, perhaps there would be less 
victimization on this campus. It is 
ironic that a scare tactic must be used 
in order to alert self-protection. 
Jasper 
We suggest that the exact nature of 
the crime be released to the citizens 
by the way of a police report column 
published in the BG News. Citizen 
awareness of such crimes is the first 
step in self-protection, and perhaps, a 
deterrent to future crimes. We would 
appreciate your prompt publication of 
this letter for the sake of the entire 
p»mrm« 
DanlM Ntmeth 
Frankl Agresta 
Tina Marshall 
Chrli Cunningham 
Jill Kinnay 
Third floor Balchalder 
Professor thanks 
Good Samaritans 
On Tuesday evening. March 1, 
shortly after 9 p.m., I fell over a very 
high and dark curb from the sidewalk 
between the Fine Arts Building and 
the Student Services Building. The 
fall resulted in a badly sprainea ankle 
and many painful bruises. 
I want to thank the student who 
helped me up and escorted me to my 
car. I'm sorry I didn't get your name 
so I could thank you in person. Thanks 
also go to the driver of a car who 
lighted our way. 
Thanks also go to the Parking Serv- 
ices for arranging a temporary park- 
ing place so I could get to my 
classrooms more easily. 
There are also dozens of other peo- 
ple to thank for all the services 
they've performed for me while I 
couldn't manage. 
Laura Douglas Khrlln, Prolaaaor 
Oapf. of Horn* Economic! 
by Bates & Moore 
".. AWc, A»Kr<Mfn\ THLtrko, 
VOO CKEEP, -rtXjVCBON 
SrJGAMMG TO THE BATS 
WITH VOUR 8EXR- 
DNNKHC BOOtXBS!" 
NOW, DAKUMS, XX*i T 
JUMP TO COtOCUJtlOMV 
I TOU> VOO I HAbTO 
WORK Uttl, AND X CAME 
STRAIGHT HOME." 
OH.WAUy? WfBO-.UHY 
no you ruve.w MV 
COOUT, 0-BAUJ DcXiAfS 
TEU.HE*      -ISOSAfJ., 
vouvtott   HONEV.X 
GOMOIEACK     UASeOtMb 
OUTTD1C     BAflKOUTTO 
l4taM0N9MAT.."W LM»«M3- 
o MAT'" 
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Harrisburg man poses as professor 
HARRISBURG. Pa. (AP) - A man 
who led a double life as a professor at 
two different college campuses kept 
documents indicating that he had 
previously assumed at least six iden- 
tities in four countries, authorities 
said yesterday. 
"He was very crafty, there's no 
question about it," Pennsylvania At- 
torney General LeRoy Zimmerman 
said yesterday of the man who is 
identified officially only as John 
Doe. "This individual has taken the 
bright people on a merry paper chase 
that hasn't ended yet." 
Zimmerman said he had seen noth- 
ing like it in his 30 years as a prosecu- 
tor. 
At Shippensburg State College, the 
man was computer science professor 
John Bryon Hext. At Millersville 
State College, 75 miles to the east, he 
was economics professor Peter 
Pearse. He taught classes at both 
schools, on different days, beginning 
last fall. 
But identification cards, bank ac- 
counts and other documents taken 
from the man's Millersville apart- 
ment indicate he was known by va- 
rious names in England, Canada, 
Australia and the United States. 
"JOHN DOE" was arrested Mon- 
day as he arrived to teach class at 
MUlersville. He was arraigned on 
charges of theft by deception, tam- 
pering with public records and false 
swearing. 
Armed with a search warrant, in- 
vestigators went through his Mill- 
ersville apartment Monday night and 
found 16 boxes of bank accounts, 
credit cards and identification cards 
neatly stacked in several rooms. 
With the discovery, bail was 
boosted from $40,000 to $100,000. 
Among the documents were letters 
attesting to the academic record of 
"Peter Francis Windley," "David 
Taylor," "Keith Frederick Bowden," 
"Kenneth John Holden," and "Roger 
Spencer Vickers." 
Hie letters came from the Univer- 
sity of Cambridge, University of Edi- 
nburgh, University of Birmingham. 
University of Oxford, University of 
Leeds,    University   of   Liverpool, 
Queen's University of Belfast, Uni- 
versity of Southampton and the Uni- 
versity of Nottingham. 
There also were documents from 
New York University and the Univer- 
sity of California at Berkeley. 
THE CASE came to light when 
students at Shippensburg complained 
that Professor Hext seemed incompe- 
tent. One student told the campus 
newspaper that Hext had to double- 
check with texts when he was asked 
questions and contradicted himself in 
class. 
"Hext" was fired March 10 after 
school officials found an article writ- 
ten by Professor John Hext of Mac- 
Quarie University in New South 
Wales, Australia. That professor Hext 
said he never applied to teach at 
Shippensburg. 
Shippensburg campus police traced 
the school's "Hext" to Millersville. 
Academic committees at both Mill- 
ersville and Shippensburg are review- 
ing classes taught by the professor to 
see whether students should be given 
credit. 
Bowie cleans up, mellows out 
LONDON (AP) - David Bowie, once 
the glitter-garbed punk-rock singer 
Ziggy Stardust, the gaunt outer space 
creature in the "Man who Fell to 
Earth" and the self-styled cocaine 
freak who fled Los Angeles, has meta- 
morphosed again. 
Bowie appeared at a lavish cham- 
pagne reception in Claridge's Hotel, 
where Ziggy would never nave made 
it past the doorman, suntanned and 
gleaming with health, dressed in an 
elegant business suit and mellowing 
into financially secure middle age. 
"I've cleaned myself up. I Felt I 
wanted to be on the inside," Bowie 
said in an interview late last week. He 
had just flown back to London from 
Australia to announce he's going back 
on the road for a worldwide 90-city 
tour. 
They will be his first concerts in five 
years. The tour will take him to Eu- 
rope in May, the United States in July 
and August and the Far East later in 
the year. 
"I'm more relaxed now," the 36- 
year-old singer and actor said. "I've 
got my enthusiasm back. I feel I've 
got a future now as a person rather 
than a commodity. 
"I DIDN'T have much regard for 
myself before. I was living the life of a 
Legal. 
roek'n'roller until 1976.1 used to take 
cocaine and all those speedy drugs 
when I lived in L.A., and it's taken 
three years to wake up and know I 
have a future." 
Bowie, after several years as a 
global gypsy, is re-emerging from 
self-imposed silence with two movies 
awaiting release and an album re- 
flecting nis new persona - the latest in 
a long line of transformations from 
plain old David Jones from the slums 
of London. 
His new films are "The Hunger," 
an erotic vampire tale with Catherine 
Deneuve and Susan Sarandon, and 
"Merry Christmas Mr. Lawrence," a 
World War U prisoner-of-war drama 
made by Japanese director Nagisa 
Oshima. 
Bowie's new album, "Let's Dance," 
is his first for three years and follows 
his switch from RCA to EMI after a 
lengthy squabble and a reported $10 
million contract. 
legal 
refund 
...from page 1. 
i  during the first month of each 
semester. 
Because the board was concerned 
with the legality of this, voting on the 
proposal was postponed, Aldred said. 
The board questioned this system 
because of the constraints put on the 
funding of a legal services plan, as 
stated in House Bill 833. 
"THIS STATES that you can't use 
money for a legal service without 
giving students the option prior to 
payment," she said. 
Rare amphibians get 
'smashed' in streets 
FRAMINGHAM, Mass. (AP) - In spring, the thoughts of salamanders turn 
to love, which is why Kramingham pouce blocked Hemenway Road with 
barriers and flashing lights this weekend. 
Naturalist Jorie Hunken said the salamanders were trying to slither from 
hibernation spots in a nature reserve to a shallow pool for mating on the 
other side of the street - and being flattened by passing cars. 
Every year in March, two salamander species attempt to make the five- 
minute crossing, Hunken said. 
Selectman John King ordered police to re-route traffic on Hemenway 
Road to save the tiny amphibious creatures. 
Before the road was blocked, two 6-inch-long creatures were killed. 
Hunken said people drove around the roadblocks on Saturday and flattened 
two more salamanders, both of the rare blue-spotted variety. The more 
common salamander is spotted yellow. 
^ TEACHING DEGREES 
IN COMMUNICA TION & 
SPEECH EDUCATION 
Students interested in high school teaching can earn 
degree certification to teach combinations of Speech, 
English, Theatre, and Journalism. Call Dr. Ige in the 
School of Speech, 372-0031 or Dr. Brubaker in the 
College of Education, 372-0151 for details. 
Undergradum Sludwnt Govtinmtnt 
ELECTIONS" ARE 
COMING SOON... 
Petitions are now available 
for President, Vice President and 
At-Large Seats. 
Pick up your petition at 405 Student Services 
Petitions will be due April 5th 
"F 
=S53= 
University Courts 
Now Leasing «™» 
SAT 9-12 
•Close to campus, banks and fast food 
•Dependable maintenance 
•ALL beat, water, and trash pick up paid for 
Tenant Pays Electric Only 
Summer Rates Available 
Rental Office located in Amherst Village 
Behind Wendy's 
GO WHITE WATER RAFTING WITH 
on New River in W. Virginia 
April 15-17 
April 13 - last day to sign up 
Cost: *60 per person 
Includes transportation, rafting and camping fee 
Payment due open s'mn up 
special offer 
Carousel 
Beauty Shop 
$5 
HAIRCUTS 
30% off PERMS 
with coupon 
Expires 3/30/83 
Various Braiding Styles Available 
NEXUS        3REDKEN 
140 EAST WOOSTER 
352 0800 
a» i> <>a ■» -i.- 
■■"■"COUPON,—^' 
Vi Price 
SUB 
Buy any »ub at regular price and get &   similar 
tub for half price. 
OPtN 4 P.m. 
HrfC •      Ph. 352-5166 
"
w,p
     203 North main 
On* Coupon PwOtdw l»pl..i 4/30/83 
r 
rt* 
„i Hurry! /> "I 
Don't Miss It!! W 
Miss What? 
Haven't You Heard All About It? 
Next to M*A*S*H - We are the B-E-S-T. 
Secure Your Apt. Before Spring Break 
Then You Can Relax  
• One and Two Bedroom - Furnished & Unfurnished 
• Landlord Pays Utilities except Elec. 
e Even Cable is Paid 
• Units Located on Palmer Ave., Summit St., 
and Napoleon Rd. 
Come Out Today - Hours 9:00-5:00 
Phone 352-9135 400 Napoleon Rd. 
\Winthrop Terrace Apts 
Wt 
'■:'■:'■:'■:■ 
■:•:■:•;■ 
Panel Discussion 
on Central America 
"the troubled area" 
Guatemala, Nicaragua, Honduras 
and El Salvador 
with: Dr. Anderson, 
Dr. Andrade, and Dr. McQuarie 
Wed. March 23 
8:00 p.m. 
Alumni Room - Union 
Sponsored by 
Social Justice Committee and USG 
THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN 
Graduate Students and Faculty 
825 Third Street: Nicely arranged one bedroom 
apartments for fall. Rents start at $260 per month 
including heat and hot water. A quiet place main- 
tained exclusively for graduate students, faculty, 
and very mature undergraduates. 
Undergraduates 
841 Eighth Street: Only one apartment left for 
fall.   Two   bedrooms   from   $230   per   month. 
Unequivocally, the best deal in town for students. 
Faculty and Staff 
Manville Manor: 755 Manville. $290 per month. 
Four months free rent.  12 month lease only. 
Unquestionably the best apartment value in B.G. 
Two  bedrooms;   bath   and   one-half.   The   new 
Manville Manor is worth looking at. 
Make ua an offer for your 
aummar apartment. 
We're open from 11:00 to 7:00 Weekdays and from 
10:00 to 5:00 Saturdays. Sunday by appointment. 
Call Jon Mossey at 354-3951 or 352-2791. 
Stop by our model at 755 Manville! 
/Nniu-man Real Estate Compam 
A              IIKUM KM.I   ,\ MWV.IMI M                / 
354-3951 • 
SPRING 
Mon.-Wed. 
MAIU ll 21, 22. 23 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTOKl*: 
HAS SPRUNG SALE 
20% OFF ALL PAPERBACK 
BOOKS 
HOURS: 
8:00 AM   5 00 I'M MON-FR] 
SATURDAYS 9:00 \M- MD0 I'M 
CLOSED SAT. MAR. 26- 
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Making molds, beating pulp, and burnishing the pulp into the mold lakes many hours of hard work. 'Fred and Barry' the finished paper piece (above) is a casting made by two university art students, Fred Sleiner and Barry McMann. 
Making Faces 
... .     . ^^^ 
Photos by Tim Tobin Story by June Remtey 
Paper-relief casting is a popular way to reproduce objects in paper 
pulp. Artists are experimenting with this art form for the first time at 
the University. 
An inch of plaster hardens around the face, 
separated from the skin by a generous and slimy coat 
of Vaseline. The mouth sips air through a plastic 
straw for 20 minutes, as heat begins to build under 
the mask. Fingers pull the lumpy, featureless mask 
loose, and the model scrubs his white-flecked face. 
Such is the cost of immortality, not in bronze or 
marble, but in paper pulp. 
Paper-relief casting became popular about IS 
years ago, according to Russ McKnighl, a visiting 
artist and instructor, who teaches the process in an 
experimental media class. An artist can produce 
sheets of paper to suit his own tastes in color, quality 
and texture for drawing or painting. He may also 
choose to reproduce objects, such as heads, in paper 
pulp. 
Inside the plaster mask is an impression of the 
model's face, marred only by a small hole made by 
the straw. After the artist fills the hole, wax is 
painted into the mold and hardens, according to 
McKnighi. Immersed in water, it loosens like golden- 
brown skin, features defined and perfect. 
The wax mold is then used to make the final 
plaster mold, to be filled with paper pulp. This 
consists of beaten cotton cloth or linter, discarded in 
the cotton-making process. The cotton is mixed with 
water in a garbage can. The pulp is pressed snugly 
into the wax mold and dries in a few days, McKnight 
said. 
IMMORTALIZING one another in pulp has been 
a labor of trust and friendship, according to senior 
fine arts majors Fred Steiner and Barry McMann. 
McMann, first to be plastered, used too little 
Vaseline and lost some hair to the cast. 
"I felt like a plastic bag was forming around my 
face," McMann said. 
Under the plaster, claustrophobia was not his only 
worry. The straw through which he breathed pre- 
sented a temptation to any friend with a thumb and a 
sick sense of humor. Steiner and McMann guarded 
one another. 
"If somebody even played with your straw once, it 
would freak you out," McMann said. "I was afraid 
somebody would pour an O.M. (Old Milwaukee) 
down my straw." 
Falling asleep while plastered presented another 
hazard. Plaster can be extremely painful if the model 
awakens suddenly and opens his eyes, allowing 
particles to fall in. Steiner and McMann solved this 
problem. Whoever was under the plaster wiggled his 
foot to assure the other that he was awake. 
"Once I said 'Fred, are you awake?' and he didn't 
move," McMann said. " 'Fred, are you awake?' He 
still didn't move, so I started to get worried. The next 
thing you know, you see the plaster down there on 
his chin cracking from him laughing." 
ONCE A mold is made, it can be used many times, 
according to McKnight. However, Steiner and 
McMann each plan to do only five heads. 
"Then we're going to break the mold, or break 
each other's faces," Steiner said. 
"But lovingly," McMann added. "We'll do it 
with the blunt side of an axe." 
Steiner plans a pulp clone of himself, having made 
plaster molds of several body parts already. This 
process is trickier and more painful for some 
appendages than others, Steiner and McMann 
agreed. 
A work called "Fred and Barry" contains both 
faces mounted side by side. They plan to enter the 
piece in the University Undergraduate Fine Arts 
Show, with a price tag of $300. 
The work has a message as simple as its title. 
"Its manifesto is 'if you want Fred and Barry, here 
they are,' "McMann said. 
"And if you really want them, you can have them 
for $500," Steiner added. 
"Then you'll have them forever," McMann said. 
McMann recommended the University buy the 
piece for the gallery in the school of fine arts. Buying 
the work now will save University officials the 
trouble of competing later with throngs of "Fred and 
Barry" fans, McMann said. 
However, if the University misses this chance, 
there will be another. 
"Next, we cast each other in bronze," McMann 
said. . 
Fred Sleiner (above left) flicts plaster onto Barry McMann's face to Jill all cracks and crevasses. Barry 
McMann (above right) has his face coated with vasoline so that it can be plastered. (Right) Barry McMann 
shields the end of his straw so that nothing will clog his only air passage. Fred Sleiner helps Barry McMann to 
carefully pull the mold from his fact. i 
————— i 
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A thank you note to BG's David Greer 
Things are quiet in An- 
derson Arena. ^'The house 
that roars" is now "the 
house that snores." 
There are no basketballs 
bouncing at Anderson 
Arena in the middle of the 
afternoon these days. The 
Bowling Green basketball 
team will now rest until 
next season's practices be- 
gin. 
But somehow I don't 
think it will be the same 
next year. I mean, the 
team will be tough again; 
very talented. They return 
four starters - but one will 
be gone. That person in all 
likelihood will not, and 
cannot, be replaced. He is 
David Greer - BG's all- 
Mid-American Conference 
first team senior point 
guard. 
Greer, a starter for three 
seasons and owner of ev- 
ery school and MAC assist 
record imaginable, played 
a stalwart game (his last 
one), last Friday, against 
Michigan State in the Na- 
tional Invitation Tourna- 
ment. 
The 5-foot-9-inch Greer 
scored 12 points and dished 
out 6 assists in his final 
outing. Those marks lipped 
his career totals to 865 
points and 768 assists. Over 
his stint at BG, he led the 
Wj WALT'S WORD& 
by Keith Walther 
Sports Editor 
Falcons to a 74-42 overall 
record and a 46-20 MAC 
mark. 
AFTER THE MSU 
game, Greer methodically 
aressed in the corner of the 
tockerroom. When ap- 
proached by the media, the 
Canton native, like always 
before, offered articulate 
and insightful answers to 
otherwise basic questions. 
With the interviews over, 
we shook hands with Greer 
as he said, "thanks a lot 
Cemen, you guys have fantastic" 
"No." one reporter said, 
speaking for us all, " thank 
you David. You've been 
great." 
And so. Mr. Greer, on 
behave of the fans at the 
University - of whom I am 
sure I can speak for - I 
would like to thank you 
once again. 
• Thank you for all those 
sweet passes. 
You know, the ones when 
you would dip to the left 
wine and blindly throw a 
backhanded bounce pass to 
a big man posted up down 
low, resulting in an easy 
two points. The little 
shovel passes off the fast 
break that you would 
throw to the right, while 
looking left. Ana the ones 
where you would pull the 
defenders over to you when 
driving the lane and dump 
it off to a wide open team- 
mate. 
• Thank you for your 
shooting eye. 
Though you did not shoot 
much, it came in handy, 
didn't it? The little juke at 
the top of the key, which 
left your defender in a pre- 
tzel formation, was fun to 
watch. Then came the 
quick upward delivery and 
the ball's soft landing in 
the net. Yes, you always 
seemed to know when the 
team needed one of those. 
• Thank you lor your 
Iron-like body and lungs. 
You never seemed to get 
tired - at least you never 
let anyone know. A basket- 
ball game is 40 minutes 
long and so was your hus- 
tle. We are glad that you 
played as much as you did. 
No, we certainly did not 
mind at all. 
• Tbank you lor your 
stern determination. 
When the other team 
would   apply   full-court 
pressure you would squint 
your eyebrows in per- 
plexed fashion. It was like 
you were saying, "Why are 
you pressing?,r And, after 
you weaved your way 
through the defenders, the 
other team's coach proba- 
bly wondered the same 
thing. 
• Lastly, thank you lor 
being the class person that 
you are. 
You were never too busy 
to give an interview or to 
sign an autograph for a 
young fan. We often called 
you the "Ambassador of 
the MAC" up in the press 
box because of the fine way 
you conducted yourself on 
the court. Never a com- 
plaint about a fellow team- 
mate, but always a pat on 
his backside and an en- 
couraging word. 
Yes, thank you David 
Greer... for the mem- 
ories. They are locked in 
our minds and no gradua- 
tion day will cause us to 
forget them. 
IM softball entries due 
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Got a special talent? 
Come share it with the rest of us! 
Local Talent Auditions 
April 4&6, 8:30-11:30 p.m. 
in the faculty lounge. 
Sign up in UAO office for 1Q-1S mln. audition. 
I ll in M in II in .i 
Congratulations      \ 
1983-84 B.G.S.U. POMMERETTES: E 
BONNIE BEVERAGE DIANE KLEAR 
JOANN CHAPMAN TRACY mm 
.    LL7 CLAT7ERBUCK MARC 1 MANNA 
TAMI ClAJTERBUCK IAURE McDEVITT 
TAMI DILLHOFF NATALIE MOORE 
TERRI DILLHOFF DEB MORILAK 
KATHY DUNAGAN ROBIN MOTZER 
BECKY E6ING AMY PAN SMITH 
DEBBIE FEEST KATHY RESETAR 
VANESSA HART USA SOPATA 
DONICA HILL SANDY STEVENS 
VIRNETTE HOUSE JILL TOMUNSON 
SHERRY JACKSON LAURA WILSON 
LAURA JIRIK LAURIE WOLF 
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1983 
Preferred Properties Co. 
B35 High St. - Rental Office  Phone 352-9378 
located it Naw Chwrywood Health Spa . 
Apartment Complexes       9:00 ■ 4:30 Monday ■ Friday 
Hoven House- '535/mo 
Piedmont-8lh & High St.- '375/mb. 
Birchwood Ploce-650 S'xth St.- '400/mo 
Meodowlotk-818 Seventh St.- '400/mo 
707 Sixth St.- "400/mo. 
Smoll Bldqs.-Monville between 6th & 7th St.- '350/mo 
HOUSES Features: 
2 bedroom - carpeted & furnished 
Gas heal - gas cooking 
(Landlord pays gas) 
Laundry areas In each building 
Residents pay only lights 
Lots of closet space 
IVibath 
1 bedroom - carpeted and furnished 
CaWevision available 
Gas Hot Water ■ Landlord Pays 
Trash Removal - Landlord Pays 
MEADOWVIEW: 214 Napoleon R. 352-1195 
'    1 Bedroom Furnished $2 70 mo  AI utilities paid 
11 Bedroom Unfurnished $250/mo 
2 Bed'-xjm Furnished $285/mo    tenant pays lights 
2 Bedriom Unfurnished $2"i5/mo 
Efficiei cv Furnished 
Unfurnished 
$225.mo    All utilities paid 
$200 mc. separate bedroom 
CHEMYWOOO HEALTH SPA 
ALL PREFERRED PROPERTIES RENTALS INCLUDE 
MEMBERSHIP TO CHERRYWOOO HEALTH SPA 
Complete *ocilili«» to* m»o cmd womsr 
•Hydro-Spa Whirlpool •IIXJOCM Hootod Pool 
•Mertot Soono •Sun Lompt 
•Shower MoilOO* -Nswry Built 
-Complete  E.erti.e tquipmenf 
SPECIAL EXTRAS AT CHERRYWOOD SPA 
•Protvtlionolly qualified inttriKtora and ttatt 
•Outude rexroalion n.hA, o--*_i- 
Hounv—nod- bo- „ P**"""J"   . 
HOUIII. efficiencies; 1 bdrm 
Furnished I Unfurnished 
Myles' Pizza Pub 
352-1504 Delivery ONLY 
(10) FREE 7-up's with any 16" (2)  item or more pizza 
3/27/83 
r WEDNESDAY NIGHT 
m YOU CM SAT 
SHRIMP 
S6.9S 
Dinner Includes: Corn on the Cob, 
Baked Potato, Salad, Roll and Butter. 
SUNDANCE 
i 
352-1092 110 K. Mai. 1.0. Ohio 
Now Leasing for 
Fall 1983-84 
ROCK LEDGE MANOR 
850 Sixth St. at South Collage 
2 bedroom turn. apt. 
2fnlbeths 
c*bk vWon-dbhwaiher 
4 x 10 storage kxker 
$535 per month 
-9 month lease 
Owner pays heat and water 
BOGGS REAL ESTATE 
ctJ 352-384111-3 or 354.1120 
Softball entries are due 
Friday, March 25. Entries 
are available from frater- 
nity and resident hall ath- 
letic chairmen and at the 
intramural office, 201 Me- 
morial Hall. Play begins 
Aprils. 
Students   interested   in 
BRIEFS 
 > ■■■.;■■".".'.■■'."■■■■.■.' 
rMiiliirilJIirnliiriiiiririMiMiiiiri 
softball officiating for boys 
should attend the rules 
meeting on Thursday, 
March 24, 4 p.m., in room 
202 Memorial HaU. 
The Shockers defeated the 
Fiji's, 39-29, to win the all- 
campus basketball title. 
BEAT THE AFTER SPRING BREAK RUSH!! 
Je still have a few select groups of apartments 
left. Special prices for groups of 2 & 3. Apart- 
Jiients are going fast. Stop down or call for our |brochure of apartments and houses still avail- 
able. Ask about our low summer prices. 
INEWLOVE MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
336 South Main 
352-5620 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS 
Is Now Accepting Applications For 
OBSIDIAN EDITOR 
Applications are available 
at 106 University Hall 
STUDENT COURT 
IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR 
THE 1983-84 STAFF. APPLICATIONS 
AVAILABLE IN 405 STUDENT SERVICES. 
APPLICATIONS ARE DOE MARCH 25TH BY 
12 NOON. IF THERE ARE ANY 
QCJESTIONS,CALL 372-2969 
THEY DO IT 
in southern calif. 
But, in fht froztn swamps of norhWtt Onto. 
th«y said it couldn't be oW 
But... 
at Stadium Laundry 
S. FREE DRYING 
EVUT WED. 1 THUK AUMYI 
WI    DO Stadium Laundry...?. 
nuMipuu. i.i.i •wim.n - „, ,,„ 
Want to to 
Freddie or Frieda? 
Afofcttiew for the 1983-84 BGSU mascots are available now in room 405 
of the Student Services Building. Pick them up this ink ami return them on 
or before March 25th. If you've got school spirit beeo. ^ Freddie or Frieda! 
JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE 
FROM HOUSE AND APARTMENTS 
ALL SIZES AVAILABLE! 
SOMETHING TO PLEASE EVRYONE! 
• 
SIGN YOUR LEASE NOW 
AND RELAX OVER 
SPRING BREAK 
John Newlove Real Estate 
319 E. Wooster 
352-6553 
(close to campus) 
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Making molds, beating pulp, and burnishing the pulp into the mold lakes many hours of hard work. 'Fred and Barry' the finished paper piece (above) is a casting made by two university art students, Fred Sleiner and Barry McMann. 
Makina Faces 
Photos by Tim Tobin Story by June Remtey 
Paper-relief casting is a popular way to reproduce objects in paper 
pulp. Artists are experimenting with this art form for the first time at 
the University. 
An inch of piaster hardens around the face, 
separated from the skin by a generous and slimy coat 
of Vaseline. The mouth sips air through a plastic 
straw for 20 minutes, as heat begins to build under 
the mask. Fingers pull the lumpy, featureless mask 
loose, and the model scrubs his white-flecked face. 
Such is the cost of immortality, not in bronze or 
marble, but in paper pulp. 
Paper-relief casting became popular about IS 
years ago, according to Russ McKnight, a visiting 
artist and instructor, who teaches the process in an 
experimental media class. An artist can produce 
sheets of paper to suit his own tastes in color, quality 
and texture for drawing or painting. He may also 
choose to reproduce objects, such as heads, in paper 
pulp. 
Inside the plaster mask is an impression of the 
model's face, marred only by a small hole made by 
the straw. After the artist fills the hole, wax is 
painted into the mold and hardens, according to 
McKnight. Immersed in water, it loosens like golden- 
brown skin, features denned and perfect. 
The wax mold is then used to make the final 
plaster mold, to be filled with paper pulp. This 
consists of beaten cotton cloth or linter, discarded in 
the cotton-making process. The cotton is mixed with 
water in a garbage can. The pulp is pressed snugly 
into the wax mold and dries in a few days, McKnight 
said. 
IMMORTALIZING one another in pulp has been 
a labor of trust and friendship, according to senior 
fine arts majors Fred Steiner and Barry McMann. 
McMann, first to be plastered, used too little 
Vaseline and lost some hair to the cast. 
"I felt like a plastic bag was forming around my 
face," McMann said. 
Under the plaster, claustrophobia was not his only 
worry. The straw through which he breathed pre- 
sented a temptation to any friend with a thumb and a 
sick sense of humor. Steiner and McMann guarded 
one another. 
"If somebody even played with your straw once, it 
would freak you out," McMann said. "I was afraid 
somebody would pour an O.M. (Old Milwaukee) 
down my straw." 
Falling asleep while plastered presented another 
hazard. Plaster can be extremely painful if the model 
awakens suddenly and opens his eyes, allowing 
particles to fall in. Steiner and McMann solved this 
problem. Whoever was under the plaster wiggled his 
foot to assure the other that he was awake. 
"Once I said 'Fred, are you awake?' and he didn't 
move," McMann said. " 'Fred, are you awake?" He 
still didn't move, so I started to get worried.- The next 
thing you know, you see the plaster down there on 
his chin cracking from him laughing." 
ONCE A mold is made, it can be used many times, 
according to McKnight. However, Steiner and 
McMann each plan to do only five heads. 
"Then we're going to break the mold, or break 
each other's faces," Steiner said. 
"But lovingly," McMann added. "We'll do it 
with the blunt side of an axe." 
Steiner plans a pulp clone of himself, having made 
plaster molds of several body parts already This 
process is trickier and more painful for some 
appendages than others, Steiner and McMann 
agreed. 
A work called "Fred and Barry" contains both 
faces mounted side by side. They plan to enter the 
piece in the University Undergraduate Fine Arts 
Show, with a price tag of $500. 
The work has a message as simple as its title. 
"Its manifesto is 'if you want Fred and Barry, here 
they arc,' " McMann said. 
"And if you really want them, you can have them 
for $500," Steiner added. 
"Then you'll have them forever," McMann said. 
McMann recommended the University buy the 
piece for the gallery in the school of fine arts. Buying 
the work now will save University officials the 
trouble of competing later with throngs of "Fred and 
Barry" fans, McMann said. 
However, if the University misses this chance, 
there will be another. 
"Next, we cast each other in bronze," McMann 
said.     . 
Fred Steiner (above left) fltcts plaster onto Barry McMann's face to fill all crocks and crevasses. Barry 
McMann (above right) has his face coated with vasoline so that it can be plastered. (Bight) Barry McMann 
shields the end of his straw so that nothing will clog his only air passage. Fred Sleiner helps Barry McMann to 
carefully pull the mold from his fact. I 
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A thank you note to BG's David Greer 
Things are quiet in An- 
derson Arena. "The bouse 
that roars" is now "the 
house that snores." 
There are no basketballs 
bouncing at Anderson 
Arena in the middle of the 
afternoon these days. The 
Bowling Green basketball 
team will now rest until 
next season's practices be- 
gin. 
But somehow I don't 
think it will be the same 
next year. I mean, the 
team will be tough again; 
very talented. They return 
four starters - but one will 
be gone. That person in all 
likelihood will not, and 
cannot, be replaced. He is 
David Greer - BG's all- 
Mid-American Conference 
first team senior point 
guard. 
Greer, a starter for three 
seasons and owner of ev- 
ery school and MAC assist 
record imaginable, played 
a stalwart game (his last 
one), last Friday, against 
Michigan State in the Na- 
tional Invitation Tourna- 
ment. 
The 5-foot-S-inch Greer 
scored 12 points and dished 
out 6 assists in his final 
outing. Those marks upped 
his career totals to 865 
points and 768 assists. Over 
his stint at BG, he led the 
f/v WALTS WORD: 
mmmmmm 
by Keith Walther 
Sports Editor 
Falcons to a 74-42 overall 
record and a 46-20 MAC 
mark. 
AFTER THE MSU 
game, Greer methodically 
dressed in the corner of the 
lockerroom. When ap- 
proached by the media, the 
Canton native, like always 
before, offered articulate 
and insightful answers to 
otherwise basic questions. 
With the interviews over, 
we shook hands with Greer 
as be said, "thanks a lot 
Clemen, you guys have fantastic" 
"No." one reporter said, 
speaking for us all," thank 
you David. You've been 
great." 
And so, Mr. Greer, on 
behave of the fans at the 
University - of whom I am 
sure I can speak for - I 
would like to thank you 
once again. 
• Thank you for all those 
sweet pastes. 
You know, the ones when 
you would dip to the left 
wins and blindly throw a 
backhanded bounce pass to 
a big man posted up down 
low, resulting in an easy 
two points. The little 
shovel passes off the fast 
break that you would 
throw to the right, while 
looking left. And the ones 
where you would pull the 
defenders over to you when 
driving the lane and dump 
it off to a wide open team- 
mate. 
• Thank you for your 
shooting eye. 
Though you did not shoot 
much, it came in handy, 
didn't it? The little juke at 
the top of the key, which 
left your defender in a pre- 
tzel formation, was fun to 
watch.   Then   came   the 
r'ck upward delivery and 
ball's soft landing in 
the net. Yes, you always 
seemed to know when the 
team needed one of those. 
• Thank you tor your 
iron-like body and longs. 
You never seemed to get 
tired - at least you never 
let anyone know. A basket- 
ball game is 40 minutes 
long and so was your hus- 
tle. We are glad that you 
played as much as you did. 
No, we certainly did not 
mind at all. 
• Thank you tor your 
stern determination. 
When the other team 
would   apply   full-court 
pressure you would squint 
your eyebrows in per- 
plexed fashion. It was like 
you were saying, "Why are 
you pressing?' And. after 
you weaved your way 
through the defenders, the 
other team's coach proba- 
bly wondered the same 
thing. 
• Lastly, thank you tor 
being the class person that 
you are. 
You were never too busy 
to give an interview or to 
sign an autograph for a 
young fan. We often called 
you the "Ambassador of 
the MAC" up in the press 
box because of the fine way 
Sou conducted yourself on 
le court. Never a com- 
plaint about a fellow team- 
mate, but always a pat on 
his backside and an en- 
couraging word. 
Yes, thank you David 
Greer... for the mem- 
ories. They are locked in 
our minds and no gradua- 
tion day will cause us to 
forget them. 
rllfflllffllHJfflliJ! 
Got a special talent? 
Come share it with the rest of us! 
Local Talent Auditions 
April 4&6, 8:30-11:30p.m. 
in the faculty lounge. 
Sign up in UAO office for 1Q-15 mitt, audition. 
i II in ii in ii in ii 
Congratulations      \ 
1983-84 B.G.S.U. POMMERETTES: 
BONNIE BEVERAGE DIANE KLEAR 
JOANN CHAPMAN TRACY KULTTI 
LBCIATTERBUCK MARCI MANNA 
TAMI CLATTERBUCK LAURE McDEVTTT 
TAMI PIUHOFF NATALIE MOORE 
JERRI DILLHOFF DEB MORILAK 
KATHYPUNAGAN ROBIN MOVER 
BECKY EGING AMY PAN SMITH 
DEBBIE FEEST KATHY RESETAR 
VANESSA HART USA SOPATA 
00NICA Hill SANDY STEVENS 
VIRNETTE HOUSE JILL TOMLINSON 
SHERRY JACKSON IAURA WILSON 
IAURA JIRIK LAURIE WOLF 
 
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1983 
Preferred Properties Co. 
835 Hiflh St. - Rental Office Phone 352-9378 
Located at New Cherrywood Hotlth Sps  _     • 
Apartment Complexes      9 oo ■ 4:30 Monday - Friday 
Hoven House- ■SSS/mo. 
Piedmont-8lh & High St.- *37S/mb. 
Birchwood Ploce-650 Sixth St.- '400/mo 
Meodowlork-818 Seventh St.- '400/mo 
707 Sixth St.- '400/mo. 
Small Bldqs.-Monville between 6th & 7th St.- '350/mo 
HOUSES Features: 
2 bedroom ■ carpeted & furnished 
Gas heat - gas cooking 
(Landlord pays gas) 
Laundry areas in each building 
Residents pay only lights 
Lots of closet space 
iVi bath 
1 bedroom • carpeted and furnished 
Cablevision available 
Gas Hot Water - Landlord Pays 
Trash Removal - Landlord Pays 
MEADOW VIEW: 214 Napoleon R. 352-1195 
1 Bedroom Furnished      $270/mo At utilities paid 
1 Bedroom Unfurnished      $250/mo 
2 Bed'X>m Furnished      $285/mo    tenant pays lights 
2 Bedriom Unfurnished       $2«5/mo 
Efficiei cv Furnished 
Unfurnished 
$225-mo    All utilities paid 
$200.mi. separate bedroom 
CHEMYNOM HEALTH SPA 
ALL PREFERRED PROPERTIES RENTALS INCLUDE 
MEMBERSHIP TO CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA 
Comptat. locllili*. lor man and worn*' 
•Hydra-Spa Whirlpool •Indoo. HaoMd Pool 
•Motot Sauna "Sun lamp, 
•Showor Monog. "Howly Built 
•Compl.t. ExorclM Equipment 
SPECIAL EXTRAS AT CHERRYWOOD SPA 
•Prototifonolly qualified inilructon and naff 
Hou»e», elllclencles; t bdrm 
Furnished • Unfurnished 
Myles* Pizza Pub 
352-1504 Delivery ONLY 
(10) FREE 7-up's with any 16" (2)  item or more pizza 
3/27/83 
$ 
r WEDNESDAY NIGHT 
. ALL YOU CAN EAT 
SHRIMP 
SS.95 
Dinner Includes: Corn on the Cob, 
Baked Potato, Salad, Roll and Butter. 
SUNDANCE 
i 
352-1092 10 W. Mahi B.O. OkioJ 
Now Leasing for 
Fall 1983-84 
ROCK LEDGE MANOR 
850 Sixth St at South Cottage 
2 bedroom turn. apt. 
2fulbaths 
cable viaton-dJ»hw»ah«r 
4 x 10 ttoraoB lockar 
it .1 7*u)J I  imt 
$535 per month 
-9 month lease 
Owner pays heat and water 
BOGGS REAL ESTATE 
erf 352-384111-3 or 354-1120 
IM softball entries due 
Softball entries are due 
Friday, March 25. Entries 
are available from frater- 
nity and resident hall ath- 
letic chairmen and at the 
intramural office, 201 Me- 
morial Hall. Play begins 
April 6. 
Students   interested   in 
BRIEFS 
—i—_—,.,.,.....,,..,.,,.v..,...., 
itiflfliifKWtfftWiiitititiYitH-W-ifi 
softball officiating for boys 
should attend the rules 
meeting on Thursday, 
March 24, 4 p.m., in room 
202 Memorial Hall. 
The Shockers defeated the 
Fiji's, 39-29, to win the all- 
campus basketball title. 
« 
American Heart Association 
BEAT THE AFTER SPRING BREAK RUSH!! 
We still have a few select groups of apartments 
left. Special prices for groups of 2 & 3. Apart- 
ments are going fast. Stop down or call for our 
brochure of apartments and houses still avail- 
able. Ask about our low summer prices. 
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
L336 South Main 
352-5620 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS 
Is Now Accepting Applications For 
OBSIDIAN EDITOR 
Applications are available 
at 106 University Hall 
l>V *h 
STUDENT COURT 
IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR 
THE 1983-84 STAFF. APPLICATIONS 
AVAILABLE IN 405 STCJDENT SERVICES. 
APPLICATIONS ARE DUE MARCH 25TH BY 
12 NOON. IF THERE ARE ANY 
QCJESTIONS.CALL 372-2969 J 
THEY DO IT 
in southern calif. 
But. in the frown swamps of northwtjt Ohio. 
thty so id it couldn't btaW 
But... 
ot Stpdium laundry 
S. FREE DRYING 
(VBtYWID.&THMS AILMYI 
WI   DO Stadium Laundry 
nUHrUUIIUIMmU 
• «. i*»r» 
ftnttobe 
Freddie or Frieda? 
| Applications for the 1983-84 BGSU mascots are available now in room 405 
of the Student Services Building. Pick them up this «r«i and return than on 
or before March 25th. If you've got school spirit been. \ Freddie or Frieda! 
JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE 
FROM HOUSE AND APARTMENTS 
ALL SIZES AVAILABLE! 
SOMETHING TO PLEASE EVRYONE! 
SIGN YOUR LEASE NOW 
AND RELAX OVER 
SPRING BREAK 
John Newlove Real Estate 
319 E. Wooster 
352-6553 
(close to campus) 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
CAMPUS/CITY [VENTS 
Mm* 23. 1963  
CMTML AaaMCA- 
Panel  rjecueaion.  tonight  8 00pm 
Alumni Boors. Union  
Oa*adi Days Denooea rfMiw 
h UnMraly Hal on March 24 4 26 to 
Danes) sis Awancan Cancar Society 
rormar ssettir sal type your paper 
SOVpg. Overnight on ahort papers M 
naoaaaary.  Cai  Mrs   Fouta 668- 
2879 day or everariQ.  
CoaeuMrbad typing. On campua. 
axper 5 pge. 1 pg raauma aima 
day service AI reeumae. papers on 
raquaat. Psrrrm on rJec 23343 
Congrafiastione JoAm tor becoming 
on. ol ft. 83-84 Kl>—IIWIIII   I 
knew you oouto do • Good Luck! 
Lova Always. Joyca.  
ConorakaMlonil Klmma Kaalay S 
Mark Shararar on your betrothal from 
l ol Park 4 Maul Serv- 
WORLD SIVOtMT ASSOCIATION 
AVALAIU AT 
lalnmiliinl Pragraan Oataa 
WHUAMt HALL M>. It 
DCAOUM MARCH 25. (Ml 
TAXES TAXES TAXES 
noHar Tax A Accounting Service 
aiofl torm $6. Long lorm $16 A M 
Profeeeional Praoaration 
HaaaonaDIa Rates 
1007 N. Man. BO      352-4340 
Al your typing neede 
352-4017 
LOST AND POUND 
LOST SHOWN LEATHER WALLET 
AT UPTOWN SAT NK3HT IF FOUND 
PUASE CALL 372-1 795 NO OUES 
TONS ASKED MONEY NOT IMP . I 
NEED MY ID'S  
Parry-Par ol Hue coraects lound by 
Mualc BMg Cal Mgk 2-4954 
Lost MBM beta sen Ed   BuSd   I 
Music Busa Mana rn-lokJ. Howard 
Cai 352-4201 
MuMara si stall iHow at S19 9S 
Wal maat of boat arty written sen 
mele Dent pay moral1! Cai 354- 
1278 tor FREE esemete' BO Mufflar 
Cerear   11056 Bowtng Oraan R0 
TUCKER TYPINa 
Papara 75- dap neeumn 
Appecetun letters S1.60 to sst up. 
60* aa. addMorW original 
Nancy 352-0809  
Profaoaional Typing 
Thesis D»eertarcne 
 3520836  
PIMONAL 
Naad i no. to Ft Laudardakt? 
Have a big car 4 need 1/2 people to 
We. M or F  anpanaaa nagoi  Cal 
Cm 352-4082 or Uaa 352-3328 
HM. tor two naadad 
to SOUTH CAROLINA OH VICINITY 
during Spring Break. Wl help with 
a. P.J 352 8880 
Twa rtase naadad Mm from Al- 
Naaao an yaar way back from Ftor- 
l*. On Ml. Cil tin. » Keren 
SJMMJA  
00 YOU NEED A HOE BACK FROM 
THE TAMPA—ST PETE AREA? WE 
NEED TWO RDERS ON April lat TO 
SHARE EXPENSES PLEASE CALL 
TAMI AT 372-1109 OR KYLE AT 
352 2818 FOR MORE INFO 
MatVICIS OFFERED 
HUNT SEAT EQUITATION 
Jumping, tral riding. FM Semester, 
PEG  1337233   1  credit   Ton ttla 
W:aan  Hbar HoaDw Farm. Perrye- 
burg Wast Rarer Road. 2 maaa trom 
FortMetgs  
TUTORINO-BaaK Ma*i. Algebra. En 
gash and Raaong. Cat aftar 8 p m 
874-3349 
GET INVOLVED 
STUDENT COURT 
a now accapftng applications lor ft. 
1083 84 court star! Tha appicatlona 
ara i Man m 405 Stuoent Serv- 
«i and muat be ratumad by 
March 25. 1983 
Quaaaona?     Cal 372-2989 
Bar MaM Wantad Muat ba 21 yaara 
ol ago Apery Up-Down me Wad. 1-3 
only  
SMwNO HAS SPRUNG SALE 
UNtVERSTTY BOOKSTORE 
20% OFF ALL PAPCRBACKS 
March 21 thru March 23. 
M OVERHAUS Reg   $25 00 
NOW 114.98 JEANS N' TMNOS 
631 Hktoa SI  
CAR1 
CONGRATS ON YOUR SECOND 
PLACE VICTORY AT NATIONALS 
CURLING" WHAT S THAT? ALSO. 
GET PSYCHED FOR THE  SUNNY 
SOUTH!! YOUR aS9.  
Congratulations Jar* HausMd on 
your Alpha PN-Oaa angagamanl to 
Mark! Wlahing you both tha forever 
kind o( lova Leva, your Alpha PN 
Slera  
Congratulation! to tha OZ Boerlere- 
Denleo Sletanec, Cindy Manning. 
LaaNa    Jaaaea ler   winning   tha 
Gamma PN Beta lowtog Tourny. 
02 Lore, Yew Slilnt.  
Congrahaaoon. to DorUca 1 Vamatta 
lor maMng Pommaratfa 
GooQ Luck Joyc. 
DEXTER S DELIVERY SPECIAL 
25- OFF EVERY SUB! 
tm   ORDER   2 SUBS OR I DUPEH 
DEXTER S SUB STATION 
LOOK FOR OUR COUPONS IN THE 
VCTO PASSBOOK TO SAVtaOS 
Dana HAVANEC CongralulaDona on 
your naw Alpha Pta IWd rap poaitun' 
Your alalara couldn't ba mo*, proud 
of yoult 
Don. Bob. Mka » ai ft. othar SK3 
EPS who made my birthday A "Mar- 
tya Surpnee'' so apacaa-THANKS 
SO MUCH You guys ara SO 
GREAT" Lova. Cathy ■__ 
DON'T PUT 0R1TY CLOTHES IN 
YOUR SUITCASE! COME TO KIRK'S 
709 S   MAIN 
EARL 
CONGRATS ON BECOMING ALPHA 
SMMA PHI'S PROVINCE PRESI- 
DENT!! I KNOW YOU'LL DO A 
FANTASTIC J08KQOO0 THING 
YOU DON'T RUN AGAINST 
ANYONE!!) OZ2JE.  
Freed* and Fnada applications avail- 
abla now In room 405 slu Svcs 
GEORGE DUFFIELD 
Ramambar thai "Hesowaen" night in 
'797 Yas, mamonaa & lova ara ever- 
lastng somewhere  someway, some 
how.. 
LAST CHANCE FOB YOU TO 
Win Iras tuaon or $860 caah 
|n tha Honor Studsnt Asaoc Raffle 
Any currently rag BOSU student 
can wei> TICKETS: 1$1 or 6-$5 
|at 231 Admin. A tablet on campua 
GET YOURS BEFORE BREAK' 
Happy Hour-Hotday Inn 
Everyday, aa day MTV 
Every Night AI Night  
Hay PN Mu'a and Alpha Stgs. thanks 
tor a great evereng of 'beach-boppui 
and chair dencmg1 Just wait HI next 
Hme   the PI Kappa  
Hay PN Mu'a and Alpha Sigs thanks 
tor a great evening of beach boppei 
and chef dandngi Just wait M nexl 
time   The Pi Kaoos 
HEY SIGMA NUS THANKS FOR THE 
OREAT ST PATRICKS DAY GET- 
TOGETHER IT WAS LOTS OF FUN 
LOVE   THE GAMMA PHIS 
Karen Schmieding. Bonnie Zahn 
Led Barsnak. Mxhele Pittro 
4 Deroen Dekjh-CongreU 
on being selected Rho CNa 
We are so proud of you' 
DZ Lova. Your Sisters 
KetN Mixer-Congrats on your 1st 
piece tinah in the Sig Ep Racouatbei 
Toumy Ws knew you had en awe 
some serve! DZ Love. Your Sisters 
"Little'' Brendan ba mere in August. 
corns hsi or high waters! Happy 
Btrthdey A Anniversary'  Love you! 
Your "ftg   Beth  
LLS 
Smie" H'e stnost over-TnenkGod' 
 Pierced  
MAJsVIUjEaMOSRiSSISCCaARIOIII 
Mike Han. See how you are!?l Have 
a good tana on your Pabat trip1 Lova. 
P-Hoad ad Slevle  
OEXTER'S DELIVERY SPECIAL 
26' oft every sub' 
Mki Order 2 subs or 1 duper 
OEXTER'S SUB STATION 
LOOK FOR OUH COUPONS IN THE 
VCTO PASSBOOK TO SAVINGS 
Mufry-Hsppy 21st Birthday" Now 
that your legal you can buy al the 
Bloodies you want' Have a great time 
n sunny Florida and give the Hutchin- 
sons my best   Have a great day' 
LAUF. FVtay  
NEXT-TO-NEW SHOP 
Clothing A housewsrss   priced low 
Open Toes   10-4pm 4 Fn   l 7pm 
St AUyskis School 2nd floor 
PAM BASHEIN YOUR BIRTHDAY IS 
ALMOST HERE I'M WARNING YOU 
NOW. HAVE NO FEAR FOR. I 
PROMISE YOU THIS WE WILL CEL- 
EBRATE IT RIGHT BY PARTYING 
ALL NIGHT NOT A BAR OR LIQUOR 
STORE IN FLORIDA WILL WE MISS1 
I'LL WATCH THE BARTENDER 
POUR. SO YOU ARE BOUND TO 
END UP CRASHED ON THE FLOOR' 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY. LOVE. T R 
Pre-Reg Needs You! 
The 1963 Summer Pre-Regatretion 
Staff is now accepting applications 
from those interested In volunteering 
their time It is a great opportunity to 
meat the new students, and to de- 
velop your nlerpersonal sluts Each 
vokmter wd be entitled to one meal 
tor each day worked TNa year Pre- 
Reg runs from June 27 July 22nd 
The sppscaBona are avertable n 405 
Student Services, any Questions cal 
372-2843 
PRISCILLA BECH. THE BROTHERS 
OF SIGMA NU WOULD LIKE TO 
WISH YOU A SPEEDY RECOVERY 
AND A RESTFUL WEEK  
Sherry -Congrats on making the Pom- 
merette Team for next yaar  Way to 
goUtBel Love. Feel  
Sherry Stui Congratulations on your 
Delta Gamma Sigam Nu lavakermg to 
Pete! Lova. Your 0.0. altars 
INDIAN RIVER APTS. 
4th & Elm St. 
• Exquisitely designed 
• 2 bdrm. loft apt.— 
• Valted ceilings 
• 2-car garage 
• Lots of space 
• Ultra-large balconies 
• Laundry facilities 
$560.00 & elec. per month 
Call 352-4380,10-3, Sunday-Thursday 
or 352-7361,3-7, Monday-Friday. 
B.G.S.U. 
Annual Charities Board 
BIKE AUCTION 
Numerous Bikes, 
some Jewelry and 
other lost and found articles 
April 13, 1983 
Student Services Bldg. Forum 
Viewing starts at 2:30 p.m. 
Auction begins at 3:30 p.m. 
Terms are Cash 
(checks with I.D.) 
Auctioneer: Eugene E. Ad ler 
AJ] proceeds go to B.G.S.U. Charities Board for distribution. 
SHOUT ON CASH FOfl SPRING 
BREAK? ENTER KAPPA DELTA'S 
50*50 RAFFLEI WM 1/2 OF CASH 
PROCEEDS DRQWMG ON THURS- 
DAY.    MARCH   24     BUY   YOUR 
TICKET FROM ANY KD  
IPtaaM HAS aftWMO SALE 
UtaVERSTTY BOOKSTORE 
20% OFF ALL PAPERBACKS!! 
March 21 thru March 23. 
UnhareHy InUaiaaiala la sponsor- 
ing  Women's Single* 1 Double. 
fUcouetbeM  Lsegues.  Entrlei ara 
due Tuee., Apr. sth by 4:00 pm kl 
10* SRC.  A mandatory ceptaln'i 
meeting will be heW on Apr. 14 at 
S: 00 pm In I he SRC conference rm. 
Play begins Hon.. Apr. 11, IMS. 
STOVE TOP, WITH YOU AS VICE- 
PRESIDENT   OF  PROVINCE  OUR 
WHOLE SYSTEM IS IN JEOPARDY! 
HOPEFULLY    WE'LL    MAKE    IT 
THROUGH iau 1 1M4 WITH YOU, 
EJ.. S BEAN IN OFFICE A TRYING 
TIME FOR EVERYONE OZZH 
TAMMY-THE   STARDUSTER   WAS 
GREAT! THANKS FOR ASKING ME' 
SATURDAY   NIGHT   WAS   GREAT' 
HOW ABOUT THE ROTC FORMAL 
APRIL 9th AND THE ATO FORMAL 
APRIL   23rd?  THEY  SHOULD  BE 
GREAT FUN' TIM  
Tha brothers of PI Kappa Phi would 
ako to give apecial thanks to the 
Buaboys for displaying such PI Kapp 
Pride, by backing us on your first vail 
to B.G   Hey Guz   Show us those 
newshoeel!'  
THE WASH HOUSE, 250 N  MAIN 
OPEN 24 HRS DAILY  
Tan A John. 
Thanks lor helping ua celebrate St 
Patty's Day It was tha bast' (Was It 
good for you too?!} Lets do it again 
real Boon Love, Linda A Janet 
TO ALL EDUCATION MAJORS: ON 
MARCH 23 AT 1:00 P.M IN 112 LIFE 
SCIENCE OR H. WEINBERGER 
WILL BE SPEAKING ON "TEACHER 
BURN    OUT."    ALL    WELCOME! 
SHEA.  
Tontlt at Broken Boot Florida Bar, 
MMor Bear starts the COUNT DOWN 
10 FLORIDA PARTY Pebst Beer w. 
continue the count down on Thursday 
wATl giveaways trom THE TANNING 
CENTER, ALOE VERA TANNING 
PROOUCTS AND PABST HATS. T 
SHIRTS. BEER LIGHTS AND MORE, 
DON'T MISS OUT 
To tha Brothers ol Kappa Sigrn7 
It was a greet surprise to ba chosen 
as KS Dream Gil for   1983   Thank 
you for thio honor   Have a good 
spring breaki Thanks again. Lova. 
Janet.  
TRACY DOLANCE 
YOU'VE GOT ME THINKING 
OF YOU - ALWAYS!!! 
 'YOUR SHY QUV  
"White-Heed". now that your ear e) 
no longer a virgin, wal have to take 
care of the rest ol you In Fax; "SaM"- 
the cross lust doesn't make it how 
about a sherk As tar Meat I Had" A 
'Batong''  you  two wa  always  be 
vagina In my book -Lanca.  
WHITE ROSES. 
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR 
FRST PLACE FINISH IN THE BOWL- 
NG TOURNAMENT YOU'RE THE 
GREATEST LOVE. THE BROTH- 
ERS. 
WIN SM FOR FLORIDA"! 
BUY YOUR RAFFLE TICKET TODAY 
FROM ANY KAPPA OCLTA^  
 DRAWWQ 3124  
FOtSALf 
WIN HO 
i raffle ham the DZ'a In 
i Via Bats 100. 
COUNT DOWN TO SPRING BREAK 
PARTY starts today M the Broken 
Boot Tonight is MILLER NIGHT and 
there wi ba spectacular grvsways 
eXe AJoe Vera tanning products, fane 
from the tanning canter, Mllar Honda 
posters, hals. Bear Ighta snd mors 
T—STARTS 
T-SHMTS 
T-SHIRTS 
CALL JaMlit-roil 
FOR SALE. 61 RENAULT LE CAR, 
DELUXE. SUNROOF, AJaVFM/Tapa. 
no ruat, 37000 hwy mllee. 
S34SS.0O. Cal (3131 971-2276 or 
(3131971-7323 
Hand-made Easter gifts Bunny baa 
keta. chicks, ducks, stuffad bunmae. 
and happy flowers In pots Cal 362- 
7966.  
Qraduatlng Student muat sal new 
Smith Corona Typewriter Tecntaa 
and flarwr Stereo Systsm. reflex 
camera Cal 352-3069        
FOR RENT 
WANTED 
WANTED 2 Or 3 FEMALE ROO 
MATES FOR LARGE HOUSE 2 
BLOCKS    OFF    CAMPUS     ANNIE 
364-1600  
WANTED: 1-2-3 F TO SUBLEASE 
APARTMENT FOR SUMMER CALL 
362-7210.  
3 rmmtae for S3- 84 school year Big 
house, dose to campua. Cal 352- 
56S9  
SUMMER SUBLEASE 
2 BORM OPPOSITE KOHL 
 362-8678  
I OR 2 SENIOR FEMALES NEEDED 
TO SHARE APT IN UNtV VILLAGE 
FOR 83-64. S690/SEM -NEGOTIA- 
BLE. P4CL ALL UT1L EXCEPT 
ELEC CALL MOLLY AT 362-0778 
AFTER 2 PM  
HELP WANTED 
HeeJth Club Attendant Utopia Health 
Club. 1600 Woodvaa Rd. Mftuy, 
Oh Rl 51 Apply In paraon 11-2. No 
asp, nacaaiary.  _^^_ 
-      MARKETING / MANAGEMENT 
National Company has several open 
ergs   kl   OKo cmss    Field   oriented 
Marketing an Management of other 
coeege  students    Salary.   Bonuaaa 
and Expenses (or right parson Must 
work  al  summer,   car   necessary 
Please sand work rtatory. major area 
of study, and city you plan to are in 
tor the summer to 
HYCTTE Corporaton 
Arm Mr Martm 
P O Box 17064 
Cleveland. OH 44117  
M-A-S-HISOVER.. 
sndti2mos so is the 82-83 school 
yaar. Do you have a summer job yef? 
National company has several posi- 
tions aval for BG students It you're 
(■^working I don't mild travel, sand 
a self addressed env A phone * to 
PO Box 103. BG.OH 43402 
CRUISE SH»> JOBS! $14-628,000 
Cerrbean. He wal. World Cal lor 
Guide. Directory. Newsktttsi 1-916- 
722-1111 Ext. Bowing Green 
I Summer Experience' Coun- 
selor rtaaatone open Independent 
aVtng program for girls wRh primary 
rJeablty of mental retardation Cal 
216-692-2018 or write »*DEp. |nc , 
487 Catun Rd , Richmond His.. Otao 
44143. 
CARTY RENTALS 
I toueeo Apartmenta-Rooma 
9-12 month Isassa Summer Rentals 
Al near Campua 352 7365 
VEL—MANOR ANNEX APT. 
1024 E  Wooater acrosa trom Rodg- 
ers: 2-2 bdrm nice turn rccomoda- 
bono for  Fal A  Summer   Lg   tvg. 
room, kitchen A ful size ceramic bslh. 
ak cond . laundry in basement Stor- 
age space Cat 352-2858 lor appt 
only  
FREE months rent on our fuiy tor- 
rattled studio apartments' Com 
paetety quiet and private Plenty of 
storage Ful kitchen and bathroom. 
We write our lessee to m your needs 
Good location Ctoee to restaurants 
and stores CHARING CROSS APTS. 
1017 S   Main St   352-05SO. 
Newly redecorated downstairs, t 
bdrm for summer Only $300 A low 
utetiee. adjacent campua 354 1753 
VEL—MANOR APARTMENTS 
tor Fal A Summer. 620 E Wooater 
across trom Kohl 2 bdrm., ceramic 
bath, lg. tvg room A kitchen Al uM. 
except ease Storage space, aa cond 
A cable 362-2666 tor eppl only 
Nice 2 bdrm nee A 1 bdrm apt lor 
summer sutxe Close to Campus. Cal 
362-2871 or 354 2229  
Summer Rental: Fum. A Unfum. 
houses. Reforencee reouired 353- 
3655 
Prtvsasty owned apartments A house 
sounwaat reetdoneal area $176- 
260 363-3665  
Now ranting (or 63-84 school year 
Houses snd apartments Boggs Real 
Estate 362-9457. 362-3841. 364- 
1120 
PARTY ROOM AVAABU 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES 
6S$ HMH ST.: S»2-0376 
CAMPUS MANOR APTS. Behind 
Baiter's. Apia tor 2,3,4 parsons. • 
1/2 or 12 mo. leese. Samaaar rate 
647$ tor entire summer session. 
Modal open dally 114 352-9302 or 
162-716$ evenings. 
2- 1 bdrm. aeml fum. sots aval for 
summer A Fal. S200/mo ncludee 
uM 2 txks from campua Cal 352- 
8585 aher 6 pm         
2 bdrm apis., 9 mo. Isassa tor 4 M 
$110 ee lor 3 at 6120 ea. tor 2 at 
6160 aa. Aleo 1 bdrm apta Al near 
Campua 362-7366 
Now reratng tor eummer. Two bad- 
room, turn apt Water cable t.v paM 
tar AC parking tot. taundry tacamaa 
$400 lor tha eummer. 8280 tor 
ahortartorm Cal 352-7162 
6 bdrm houae eveaabie tar aummor 
RlSSlinahla 362-6666   1-5 pm 
2 bdrm . dean and quiet fal semes- 
tor 4 girls 362-6040 after 5 
3 bdrm. house u aublaaai this sum- 
mer   close  to campua.  Ph   362- 
5669  
234 S  COLLEGE. 1 houae 1 2-2 
bdrm apta Ctoee to campua Cal 
Nowlovo Menogomant 352-6620 
134 12 N MAIN i bdrm fum apta 
Above Downtown buaJneaa Raa- 
aonabta rataa Cal Newlove Manage- 
marrl 352-6620  
LARGE SELECTION OF SUMMER 
RENTALS AT VERY LOW PRICES 
CALL US FOR EXACT DETAILS 
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 3M- 
5620 
523 1/2 N ENTERPRISE Efficiency 
dose lo campiBs Al utaWee paid by 
owner 12 month lease only! Cal 
Newlove Manageminl 352 5620 
Apartment for Rant (aegmnmg Fa«"i 
Just $ minutes waU from B.G.S.U. 
One Bedroom, fully lumiehed. Just 
$240 par month plus etectrtctty- 
(Haal, and water alraedy paid tor) 
Can now Krya«a»e, 112-6012. 
Oaet Summer Room and Apartment 
We pay uteBea Cal 3524996. 
BAER RENTALS 
VOTED B.G S» 1 LANDLORD 
2 BORM APTS-1/2 Bat 2 BGSU 
SUMMER AND FALL LEASES 
3524671 snd 352-1800 
2 bdrm fum apt. 
newly fum. A carpet 
352-2663  
1 Bdrm Unfurnished Apt 
Dishwasher. Storage, and Pool 
Aval Now and Fal 352-2276 
Aval now 3 bdrm house for fenvry or 
couple In resident*! area: 2 bdrm 
lower duplex   Also leasing tor sum- 
mer A M 2 and 3 bdrm apis and 
duplexea No pets 362-2073. 
I bdrm  apt   low utll   $175 mo   no 
lease      Depoeit    required      Aval. 
mmed  1-382-3110. 10-5pm 
ROOMS TO RENT Aval now. close 
to campua  1-267-3341  
SUMMER RENTALS   HOUSES AND 
APTS CLOSE TO CAMPUS  1-267- 
3341.  
5 BORM. HOUSE. 319 Pile St 
1963-84 school yaar. 
 CH 1-267-3341  
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SEE US BEFORE HEADING SOUTH! 
Perms with Haircut $30. 
Precision Haircuts $8. 
University Village 
NOW LEASING 
•Close to campus, banks and fast food . 
•Dependable maintenance 
•ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid 
Tenant pays electric only 
•Summer rates available 
RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN AMHERST VILLAGE 
BEHIND WENDY'S. 
OFFICE HOURS 
Mon-Fri 9-5 
Sat 9-12 
PHONE 
352-0164 
With Ron, Mindy, ind Oiinni 
SUdium Plaza ROMAN'S 352-2107 
SHAKE IT UP 
tart* 
LIQUEUR MAKING WORKSHOP 
Learn to make a variety of liaueurs 
including Amaretto, Kahlua, and 
Drambuie. Samples and snacks 
included in price 
March 23 
Sidedoor. Union 
8:30 pm 
$1.60 
Musi be 21 to sign up 
call 2-2343 (or more information 
- 
FOREIGN    MEDICAL SCHOOL 
All Instruction In English 
Saint Lucia Health Sciences University 
School of Medicine is located on the "pic- 
ture postcard Island" ol the West Indies, 
Saint Lucia. 36 Mo. M.D. degree program. 
Listed by the World Hearth Organization. 
Students are eligible to take the ECFMG 
Cal or write: Mr. Henry Garcia 
Saint Lucia Haalth Sciences University 
U.S. Offica-1501 Sun Bowl Drive 
El Paso, Texas 79902 
(915)532-5848 
SEMESTER BEGINS Juoa 27.  1983 
ACROSS 
1 plaisir 
5 " unto my 
teat 
10 More than 
satisfied 
14 Family member 
15 Musical pause 
In Psalms 
IS Reason foe SRO 
17 Oyastutf 
18 Ona-lturB of a 
famous saying 
20 Selecting trom 
various sources 
22 Britisn novelist 
23 Ancient coins 
24 One. kl Edinburgh 
25 Glittery ornament 
28 Broken Wd 
maneuver 
33 Naagriborson 
34 Discussion group 
38 Jiffy 
38 Francfirular 
37 Onao'Poes 
names 
38 stem 
3> "Cakaaand " 
40 Shmy fishing bait 
41 Reckoning 
43 Arrives, sa a 
cowboy 
45 Erected 
AS French article 
47 Outch painter 
48 Bird sound 
51 Sprinter. tor one 
55 Aquatic maneuver 
57 Flowar 
50 Courage 
80 Staff members 
81 Zero 
82 Wallet items 
S3 South African 
Miners 
64 Container 
DOWN 
1 Brazilian traa 
2 Web ola feather 
3 Outstanding 
poem 
4 Shout 
5 Receptacle lor 
refuse 
8 Intersections, 
old sty Is 
7 Russian range 
8 Wine-making 
residue 
9 Nurse in public 
service Abbr 
10 Salad ingredients 
11 Etna product 
12 Ovarty desirous 
13 Proofreader's 
•ford 
10 Bay window 
21 Goddess ot 
discord 
24 Mideast gull 
25 Biblical matriarch 
26 Town in 
Campania 
province 
27 Librarian's desire 
28 Drawing room 
2B uproar 
30 Island N of 
Australia 
31 Toughan 
32 Called lor 
34 Cultivate 
37 Mllllary 
addresses 
40 Proofreader's 
marks 
41 Try to obtain 
42 Shade of red 
44 Winter showers 
45 Nook 
47 Word lor the deity 
48 Army rating 
40 Massage 
50 Capital ol 
Scotland: Abbr. 
51 Musical group 
52 Moved along 
53 Lined up 
54 Athletic group 
56 Check 
58 Indian weight 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
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BUCKEYE BOYS 
STATE ALUMNI 
, 
IF YOU ATTENDED 
BBS 
PLEASE CALL 
THE CONFERENCE 
OFFICE 
2-2241 
THANKS 
REAfllM IMPROVEMENT 
KAMOSTUOY 
SKILLS HELP 
AVALABLE 
Students double, 
triple reading speeds, 
inprove comprehension 
Study habits improve, 
test taking skills are 
learned, grades 
improve. Dont wait. 
EDCI 100: 2hrs 
I, II, IH. Vocabulary 
Comprehension, 
Study Skills. 
EDCI 101: 2hra 
II. Speed Rdg. 
Study, type, 
reading, skimming 
and other fast 
rearing techniques 
